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The Response of Metallic
Sandwich Panels to Water Blast
Metallic sandwich panels subject to underwater blast respond in a manner dependent on
the relative time scales for core crushing and water cavitation. This article examines the
response at impulses representative of an (especially relevant) domain: wherein the water
cavitates before the core crushes. Three core topologies (square honeycomb, I-core, and
corrugated) have been used to address fundamental issues affecting panel design. Their
ranking is based on three performance metrics: the back-face deflection, the tearing
susceptibility of the faces, and the loads transmitted to the supports. The results are
interpreted by comparing with analytic solutions based on a three-stage response model.
In stage I, the wet face acquires its maximum velocity with some water attached. In stage
II, the core crushes and all of the constituents (wet and dry face and core) converge onto
a common velocity. In stage III, the panel deflects and deforms, dissipating its kinetic
energy by plastic bending, stretching, shearing, and indentation. The results provide
insight about three aspects of the response. (i) Two inherently different regimes have been
elucidated, designated strong (STC) and soft (SOC), differentiated by a stage II/III time
scale parameter. The best overall performance has been found for soft-core designs. (ii)
The foregoing analytic models are found to underestimate the kinetic energy and, conse-
quently, exaggerate the performance benefits. The discrepancy has been resolved by a
more complete model for the fluid/structure interaction. (iii) The kinetic energy acquired
at the end of the second stage accounts fully for the plastic dissipation occurring in the
third stage, indicating that the additional momentum acquired after the end of the second
stage does not affect panel performance. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2178837�
Introduction
The response of metallic sandwich panels to the impulse caused

y underwater blast has been the subject of several recent assess-
ents �1–7�. The scenario of interest is depicted in Fig. 1. An

mpulse from the water impinges on a panel rigidly supported
round its perimeter. The blast wave causes the core to compress
nd the panel to deflect. It is desirable to design panels that �for
quivalent weight per area� beneficially affect the following three
erformance metrics, in order of importance:

A. The incidence and extent of dynamic tearing of the front
�or wet� face.

B. The center deflection of the back �or dry� face.
C. The load imparted to the supports.

he benchmark is a solid plate of the same material with identical
eight per area. The intent is to probe the influence of topology
n all three performance metrics and thereby provide insights into
he design of optimal panels. In the present paper, numerical simu-
ation is used to ascertain responses that can be expressed in a
orm amenable to comparison with available analytic solutions.
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Results for a plane impulse provide the fundamental perspective
�2–7�.

The analysis originates with a temporally distinct three-stage
model for air blast �Fig. 1� �2–5�. In stage I, the impulse imparts a
momentum to the front face which dictates its kinetic energy. In
stage II, the front face decelerates as the core and back face ac-
celerate, until a common velocity is attained. At the end of this
stage, the momentum and kinetic energy are the same as those
experienced by a solid plate having the same mass per area. Fi-
nally, in stage III, the kinetic energy is dissipated by plastic bend-
ing, stretching, and indentation of the panel.

While the response to water blast may not be temporally sepa-
rable in such explicit manner �and for certain panels may be in-
separable even for air blast�, the three stages remain a useful
concept. The extension to water blast has been pursued through
the incorporation of the fluid/structure interaction �FSI� �4�. This
assessment has identified four different domains differentiated by
their cavitation and core crushing characteristics. To set the objec-
tives of the present study, the key features of this FSI analysis are
described in the following section.

2 Background Analysis

2.1 Initial Response. Consider a panel with total mass per
unit area,

mtotal = mf + mb + mc �1�

with mf the mass per unit area of the front face, mb that for the
back face, and mc the mass per unit area of the core. The imping-

ing wave has the form �3–5�:
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pI = p0e�,

� =
x

cwt0
−

t

t0
,

ith t0 the characteristic decay time for the pulse and t the time
fter the blast first arrives at the fluid/structure interface �at x=0�.
hereafter, the pressure in the water is �for �=x /cwt0+ t / t0�0�

4,5�:

p�x,t� = p0�e� − � 2�

1 − �
+

�YD
c

p0
�e−�� +

1 + �

1 − �
e−� +

�YD
c

p0
� ,

�2a�

nd �for ��0�

p�x,t� = p0e� �2b�

ith the fluid/structure interaction parameter, �=�wcwt0 /mf. The
orresponding velocity distribution is �for ��0�:

v�x,t� =
p0

�wcw
�e� + � 2�

1 − �
+

�YD
c

p0
�e−�� −

1 + �

1 − �
e−� −

�YD
c

p0
�

�3a�

nd �for ��0�

v�x,t� =
p0

�wcw
e�. �3b�

he water begins to cavitate at location x=xc after time t= tc,
hen the pressure in the water first satisfies:

p�xc,tc� = 0 �4a�

nd

�p�xc,tc�
�x

= 0. �4b�

ig. 1 A schematic showing the three temporally distinct
tages that accompany a panel subject to air blast †3‡
his event coincides with the end of stage I. The fluid pressure and

2 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
velocity profiles at the end of this stage are thus obtained from
Eqs. �2a� and �3a� as:

p��x� = p�x,tc�
�5�

v��x� = v�x,tc�

This occurs at time:

tc 	 t0�ln ��/�� − 1� .

The pressure and velocity characteristics at this time for �
=3.125 and �YD

c / p0=0.18 are shown in Fig. 2�a�, together with
finite element calculations elaborated later. Subsequently, a cavi-
tation front moves through the water, away from the panel, exem-
plified by the pressure and velocity distributions at t=2tc plotted
in Fig. 2�b�.

At this stage, the momentum of the front face and attached
water layer �added mass� �xc�x�0� is:

MF = mfvface +

xc

0

�wv��x�dx , �6�

while that acquired by the core plus back face is �5�:

MB = �YD
c tc. �7�

In the preceding formulas, �YD
c is the “dynamic strength” of the

core and is assumed constant in time. It is the stress induced in the
core, immediately adjacent to the front face, at the onset of cavi-
tation. For a material with linear hardening, tangent modulus, ET
�typical for stainless steels�, the following approximate form has
been proposed �8�:

�YD
c

�Y�̄
� �D 	 1 +�ET

E
� vface

cel	Y
− 1� . �8�

Here cel=�E /� is the relevant elastic wave speed in the constitu-
ent material, �Y is its yield strength, and 	Y is its yield strain �at
the relevant strain-rate�. To determine �YD

c from �8�, the front face
velocity, vface, must be determined from �3a� at x=0, t= tc, leading
to an implicit expression. As an alternative, the velocity can be
estimated from �3a� with the core yield strength set to zero; the
result is almost the same. It will be shown below that �8� provides
a reasonably accurate measure of �YD

c for each of the cores exam-
ined in this investigation.

The pressure pulses caused by underwater explosions are more
complex. The growth and collapse of bubbles caused by the ex-
pansion and compression of the explosion gases, as well as the
interaction of the buoyant bubble and its acoustic signals with the
sea bottom, the water surface, and the structure �9–12�, lead to
pressure waves having complicated forms. Nevertheless, the ini-
tial pressure rise and its decay at locations below the surface are
well characterized by the preceding forms. Most of the differences
between the present model and the reality of an underwater ex-
plosion occur after the initial pressure rise has decayed to moder-
ate levels �9–12�. The secondary pressure spikes that arrive later
do not cause significant damage to a well-designed structure that
has survived the initial impulse, as described later. So we focus on
the initial pressure wave and its effect on the structures of interest.
It is also true that the simple exponential decay after the sharp
spike of pressure is an idealization, with some oscillation of the
pressure occurring superposed on the exponential form �9�. How-
ever, these pressure oscillations are minor and do not significantly
alter the effect of the impulse on the deforming structure.

2.2 Impulsive Domains. The response of the panel in stage II
depends on the magnitudes of the impulse, the FSI parameter, �,
and the mass �4�. Key aspects have been elucidated by envisaging
homogenized cores at appropriate relative densities �4�. Four do-
mains emerge, illustrated using two additional parameters: a non-

dimensional impulse �4�,
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Ī =
2Ioto

mfHc
�9a�

nd a nondimensional mass,

m̄ =
mc

mf
, �9b�

here Hc is the core height. The domains are illustrated on Fig. 3
4� for levels of impulse and panel dimensions representative of

hose to be explored in the present study �Ī	0.5, m̄	1�. They
omprise a high strength domain �IV� in which the core is com-
letely resistant to crushing and a low strength, small �, domain
I� in which the core completely crushes before the water cavi-
ates. Two intermediate domains �II and III�, in which the cores
artially crush, are especially relevant. In domain II, cavitation
ccurs in the water �at location xc�0� before core crushing is
omplete. Domain III also involves partial crushing, but differs in
he sense that cavitation occurs at the front face �xc=0�, not in the
ater. It arises when the cores are stronger. Contours of transmit-

ed impulse �Fig. 3� indicate how the domains affect the response.
ecause of its importance to ongoing investigations of blast resis-

ant panels �1–7�, the present study has been designed to probe
omain II for representative core topologies. That is, all of the
mpulse levels and core topologies result in domain II responses.
ubsequent investigations will examine other domains as well as

ransitions between domains.

2.3 Analytic Formulas for Domain II. Analysis conducted
or impulses and cores representative of domain II �5� have pro-

Fig. 2 The trends in pressure and velocity in the water at t
commences…. The plots compare the analytic solution with a c
fronts propagate through the water „towards and away from t
that, at the cavitation front, the water has positive velocity in
the sandwich panel is 20 mm. The core has a relative density
front face is 6 mm so that �=3.125 and that of the back face
ided formulas that benchmark the ensuing numerical results. For-

ournal of Applied Mechanics
mulas are available for a design with front and back faces having
the same mass �5� expressing the transmitted impulse, IT, as well
as the momentum acquired by the front face, MF, both inclusive
of the mass of attached water between the initial cavitation plane
and the structure, and the momentum induced in the core plus
back face, MB. This attached water mass is �5�:

mw = 0.71mf�
�YD

c

p0
. �10�

such that

IT

I0
� FT = 2f + 1.27�1 − f�

�YD
c

p0
�11a�

MB

I0
� FB = 3.64f

�YD
c

p0
�11b�

MF � I0FF = IT − MB �11c�

with f =��/�1−��.
The kinetic energies acquired by the panel can be determined

from these momenta. Inclusive of the mass of the attached water,
the KE at the end of stage I, before the core begins to crush, is �5�;

KEI =
MF

2

2�mf + mw�
+

MB
2

2�mb + mc�
�12a�

s tc and 2tc „with tc designating the instant when cavitation
ulation conducted using ABAQUS/Explicit. After tc, cavitation
panel… leaving a zone of cavitated water in their wakes. Note
direction of motion of the panel. The equivalent thickness of
0.03 and yield strength of �YD

c /p0=0.18. The thickness of the
mm.
ime
alc
he
the
of

is 8
and, after stage II, when core crushing is complete �5�:
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KEII =
IT

2

2�mf + mb + mc + mw�
. �12b�

n some of the following numerical assessments, the kinetic ener-
ies in the structure only �that is, excluding the attached water� are
lso determined: these are designated KEI

* and KEII
* .

The times associated with these stages are �5�:

tI = tc 	 t0�ln ��/�� − 1� ,

tII 	
IT

2�YD
c , �13�

tIII 	 L��/�Y .

t the end of stage II, when temporally distinct from stage III, all
onstituents attain a common velocity,

vcommon =� 2KEII

mtotal + mw
. �14�

uring stage II, the crushing strain 	c of the core is dictated by its
bility to absorb the kinetic energy differential, KEI−KEII,
hrough plastic dissipation in the core:

Wc 	 �YD
c 	cHc. �15�

quating Wc to KEI−KEII leads to an expression for the crushing
train �5�.

The back face deflection is dictated by the ability of the sand-
ich to absorb KEII, during stage III. The dissipation involves
lastic bending, stretching, shearing, and indentation, subject to
he prior core crushing in stage II. When bending and stretching
redominate �no shear resistance in the core and no indentation�,
he dissipation for a panel with both faces having equal thickness
igidly supported at the ends is given by �5�:

Wpl
total =

2

3
�Yhf�2 + �smc/mf��
b

L
�2

+ 4�Yhf

Hc�1 − 	c�
L


b

L

�16�

here �s=�s /�Y�̄ is a measure of the stretch resistance of the
ore, with �s the stretch strength. The results for other support

ig. 3 Fluid structure interaction map „Ī=0.5, m̄=1.0… with axes
f core dynamic strength and the Taylor fluid structure interac-

ion parameter �. The four impulse domains are marked on the
ap. Contours of the impulse transmitted into the sandwich

late at first cavitation are also included †4‡.
onditions will be discussed elsewhere �13�.

4 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
2.4 Strong and Soft Cores. The possibility that two regimes
exist has already been postulated �4�. These regimes emerge viv-
idly in the present study. Their relative incidence is anticipated by
the relative time scales for stages II and III expressed by the ratio
�14�:

� �
tII

tIII
	

2IT

L�YD
c ��Y

�
. �17�

The differing responses are differentiated by a critical value, �th.
When ���th, stages II and III are temporally distinct, enabling
the panels to attain a common velocity at the end of stage II,
whereupon the response can be analyzed with modifications to the
preceding analytical formulas. Panels that respond in this manner
are designated strong core designs �STC�, because high core
strength contributes to the sign of the � inequality. Note that the
distance between the supports also affects the transition, so that
the STC designation should not be construed to be solely gov-
erned by the dynamic strength of the core.

When ���th, stages II and III merge, causing a change in
regime. The alternative response is conceptually closer to the
buffer plate/crushable core concept �15�, with no common veloc-
ity. Panels having this response are designated soft core designs
�SOC�, with the caviat that, again, the support length is also in-
volved. It will be demonstrated that, for all three performance-
governing metrics �A, B and C, above�, SOC designs are prefer-
able. Estimates of �th will be provided.

3 Scope of the Calculations
Three different core topologies have been selected, based on

their geometric versatility and the range in their dynamic strength
�Fig. 4�. When the core height Hc is significant relative to the span
of the panel, it can be considered to represent a double hull system
in naval architecture. However, we do not consider our concepts
to be restricted to either single or double hull systems, but appli-
cable as appropriate to both possibilities.

i. A high strength orthotropic core based on the square hon-
eycomb �Fig. 4�a��. In the double hull setting, this archi-
tecture is known as orthogonally stiffened.

ii. An I-core with axial characteristics comparable to the hon-
eycomb, but entirely different transverse properties, ren-
dering it amenable to a comprehensive parameter study
�Fig. 4�b��. In the double hull case, this design is known as
unidirectionally-stiffened.

iii. A corrugated core amenable to a wide sensitivity assess-
ment, upon varying the included angle and the relative
density �Fig. 4�c��. This design is reminiscent of the
Navtruss. However, our architecture differs both in detail
and in parametric range.

All calculations are performed without initial imperfections. The
role of imperfections, which can be substantial, will be examined

Fig. 4 The geometries of the three core topologies used in the
analysis
in a separate study �13�.

Transactions of the ASME
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Two different boundary conditions have been pursued.
Condition I. The two faces and the core are rigidly held at the

upports. This condition has been used in most prior investiga-
ions �1–3,5–7�.

Condition II. Only the back face is fixed at two outer supports.
eriodic boundary conditions are imposed on the front face, but,
therwise, this face is free to displace into the core and toward the
upports.

Note that the applicability of the analytic results �above� is
naffected by the choice of boundary condition through stage II.
ifferences arise in stage III.
A preliminary numerical assessment, used to refine the scope of

he investigation, has revealed the following two characteristics.

a. The back face displacements attained for condition I are
less than those for condition II. The difference is associ-
ated with the diminished front face stretching occurring
for the latter.

b. The plastic strains in the front face are lower for condi-
tion II.

iven the apparently greater importance of tearing than deflec-
ion, condition II has been chosen for most of the ensuing analy-
is.

All calculations are performed using a representative free field
mpulse with pressure/time characteristics �p0=100 MPa, t0
0.1 ms� indicative of domain II. The consequences of larger im-
ulses and the occurrence of different domains �Fig. 3� will be
laborated in future assessments. The calculations are carried out
or panels consisting of 304 stainless steel having the approxi-
ately bilinear stress-strain curves depicted on Fig. 5, with appre-

iable strain-rate sensitivity. All properties and constitutive law
etails are as summarized in �8�. In addition to calculations for
dge-supported beams, some simulations have been carried out
or freestanding panels in the form depicted in the side view of
ig. 6 �i.e., without kinematic constraint parallel to the direction
f the impulse�. These simulations provide results of the type
hown as “numerical” on Fig. 2.

The ensuing sections of this article are organized in the follow-
ng manner. In Sec. 4, the core topologies to be used are geometri-
ally specified. In Sec. 5, the numerical scheme is described and
ome calibration results presented. Thereafter, in Sec. 6, mecha-
ism identification is used to provide criteria that distinguish STC
nd SOC responses, emphasizing the different performance met-
ics in the two domains. In Sec. 7, an alternative analytical model
s used to provide a consistent reinterpretation. In Sec. 8, the
eflections and the plastic strains in the faces are examined and

ig. 5 Dynamic stress/strain curves for 304 stainless steel
sed in the simulations †8‡
elated to analytic results.

ournal of Applied Mechanics
4 Geometries
All panels have fixed mass per unit area, mtotal=160 kg/m2,

corresponding to a solid plate thickness, Heq=2 cm. The half span
is taken to be representative, L=1 m, width l=0.1 m, with the
constraint that the core thickness, Hc /L�0.4. The three core to-
pologies �Fig. 4� allow a wide range of geometric options for fixed
mtotal.

For the square honeycomb, the benchmark is a core with rela-
tive density, �̄=0.03, and faces with equal mass, subject to a fixed
spacing between core members, l=0.1 m. Around this benchmark
design, the core relative density is allowed to vary between 0.01
��̄�0.04 while the spacing, l, is fixed. This is achieved by
adding/subtracting mass to the faces in order to retain mtotal. The
ratio of the back to front face thickness, =hb /hf, is also varied
between 1 and 6 for each �̄. The latter is used to highlight the
influence of the faces on the fluid/structure interaction.

The I-core density was varied between 0.01��̄�0.06, with
particular emphasis on relative core height in the range, 0.1
�Hc /L�0.3. The face thickness ratio  was varied between 1
and 7, again achieved by redistributing the mass between the faces
and the core to maintain mtotal. Two specific geometries provide
the clearest distinction between strong and soft responses. The
STC response is illustrated by a system having dimensions hf

Fig. 7 The predictions of the transmitted impulse conducted
for a solid plate using ABAQUS/Explicit and the comparison

Fig. 6 A schematic of the numerical model used in
ABAQUS/Explicit
with the analytic solution given by Taylor †17‡

JANUARY 2007, Vol. 74 / 85
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2 mm, hb=6 mm, Hc=20 cm, and �̄=0.06. The SOC response is
emonstrated using dimensions: hf =4 mm, hb=12 mm, Hc
30 cm, and �̄=0.013.
For the corrugated core, the relative densities were in the range

.01��̄�0.05. The height of the core was varied within 0.05
Hc /L�0.4 by changing the angle, �. The face thickness ratio 

Fig. 8 The deformations predicted using the
Fig. 4. Results for the I-cores and the corrug
responses.
as allowed to vary subject to the constraint, hf �2 mm. Again,

6 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
two geometries are used to distinguish the responses. The SOC
response is demonstrated using the dimensions, �̄=0.02, =5.5,
and Hc /L=0.3. The STC response is found using dimensions �̄
=0.05, =4, and Hc /L=0.2.

Given that the I-cores and the corrugations are anisotropic,
choices must be made regarding the orientation. The present as-

merical model for the three cores shown in
d cores are shown for both strong and soft
nu
ate
sessment is conducted in the “stronger” orientation. That is, for

Transactions of the ASME
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he I-and corrugated cores, the members are axial and continuous
etween the supports �Fig. 4�. This orientation is orthogonal to
hat analyzed by Rabczuk et al. �7�, who studied panels having the
ore members aligned transversely. With all other parameters held
xed, the differing orientations generate very different trends, as
iscussed later. The rationale for the present choice has been mo-
ivated by 3-D simulations �Appendix A�, which suggest that the
ynamic responses of square panels are largely governed by the
ehavior along the “strong” direction. Future assessments will
laborate and clarify the role of anisotropy.

The Numerical Scheme and Calibration Tests
The numerical model �Fig. 6� consists of a water column above

he sandwich panel. Contact is enforced at the interface between
he water and the panel. Symmetry boundary conditions are ap-
lied at all surfaces, except at the back face support �at x=0�,
hich is clamped. A uniform pressure boundary condition is im-
osed on the top surface of the water column. Numerical tests
ave ascertained that, to correctly capture the fluid/structure inter-
ctions, the height of the column must satisfy: Hw�4Hc.

The commercial code, ABAQUS/Explicit �16�, is used. Eight-
ode 3D brick elements with reduced integration �C3D8R� are
mployed to model the water, while four-node shell elements
S4R�, with five integration points through the thickness, are used
o model the faceplates and the core members. The water is as-
umed to be linear elastic under compression, with zero tensile
trength and zero shear modulus. �Some simulations have been
erformed with a small finite shear modulus, G /cw

2 �w=10−6, to
ffirm that the results are negligibly different from those with zero

Fig. 9 The constituent velocities and kinetic energies obtain
relative density, �̄=0.05, �=4, and �=9.375 while „c… and „d… r
hear modulus�. Thus, the pressure �p� in the water is given by:

ournal of Applied Mechanics
p = − cw
2 �w	V, �	V � 0�

�18�
p = 0, �	V � 0�

where 	V=0
t ��vi /�xi�dt is the fluid volume strain. Thus when

	V�0, all stresses in the water become zero, causing cavitation.
Careful consideration has been given to the artificial bulk vis-

cosity coefficients. The default coefficients designated in
ABAQUS/Explicit give excessive dissipation in the water that di-
minishes the pressure before the impulse reaches the structure.
Consequently, the coefficients have been systematically reduced
until the blast wave pressure closely matches p0 when it confronts
the panel. The values utilized are b1=0.02 and b2=0.2 �16�. To
affirm the fidelity of the approach, numerical results for a free-
standing metal plate have been obtained and compared with the
analytic solution given by Taylor �17� �Fig. 7�.

For each simulation, the following parameters are obtained:

i. The final mid-point deflections of the faces: front, 
 f, and
back, 
b.

ii. The core crushing strain, 	c.
iii. The velocities of the faces �front, v f and back, vb� as a

function of time, t, after the impulse contacts the front
face.

iv. The kinetic energies of the two faces �KEfront and KEback�
and the core �KEcore� and the total �KEtotal�, as a function
of time.

v. The plastic dissipation, Wpl
constituent, in each constituent as a

function of time.
vi. The reaction forces, Preact, at the supports as a function of

for corrugated cores: „a… and „b… refer to a strong core with
r to a soft core with �̄=0.02, �=5.5, and �=8.70.
ed
time.

JANUARY 2007, Vol. 74 / 87
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vii. The largest plastic strain, 	pl
max, in the two faces.

he reaction force, Preact, is taken as the summation of all nodal
orces on the clamped edge of the back face.

At any instant, the average speed, vi, of element i is obtained
hrough finite element interpolation, once the velocities of its
odes have been ascertained. Then its kinetic energy is obtained
KEi= �1/2�mivi

2, with mi the mass of the element� and the total
inetic energy of the constituent determined from the summation:

KEconstituent = �
i=1,nE

KEi, �19a�

here nE is the number of elements in the constituent. The total
inetic energy in the structure is ascertained as:

KE* = KEfront + KEback + KEcore �19b�

he kinetic energy in the attached water at the end of stage II is
lso evaluated for STC designs. For this purpose, the average
elocity of the panel, vcommon, at the end of stage II is first ob-
ained. Then, by monitoring the fluid velocity at various locations
ear the wet surface, the thickness, �xa�, of the attached layer ad-
acent to the panel �namely the thickness of the fluid having the
ame velocity� is determined. The kinetic energy of the attached
ayer is then KEwater= lL�w�xa�vcommon

2 /2.

ig. 10 The kinetic energies and velocities for a square hon-
ycomb core with �̄=0.03, �=1, and �=2.68
The plastic dissipation in each element is calculated using:

8 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
Wpl
i = V


0

	p

�Yd	p, �20�

with 	p the effective plastic strain and V the volume of the
element. Thereafter, the total plastic dissipation in each constitu-
ent is given by the summation,

Wpl
constituent = �

i=1,nE

Wpl
i . �21�

In ABAQUS, such summations are performed automatically.
Since the bending deflections of the panel are negligible in

stages I and II, the velocities can be ascertained from the associ-
ated kinetic energies: v f =�2KEfront /mf and vb=�2KEback/mb.

6 Mechanism Identification
General Features. Many different calculations have been used

to probe the response space. Only the distinctive results are pre-
sented. The displacement sequences �Fig. 8� affirm that two inher-
ently different �STC and SOC� responses exist. The most obvious
distinction is that the soft cores collapse during stage III. For the
range of topologies examined, honeycomb cores are always STC,
while cores with I- and corrugated topologies exhibit both re-
sponses, dependent on geometry. The major distinction between
the two domains can be ascertained from typical plots of the ve-
locities and kinetic energies �Figs. 9 and 10� of the constituents.
To be complementary, and to reveal aspects of the response over
different time domains, the KE results in Fig. 9 are presented over
the entire structural response time, while the velocity results are
confined to shorter times �of order tII�. For clarity of presentation,
the KE plots for the core have been excluded �since they can be
readily inferred from the total KE and the KE for the two faces�.

Fig. 11 The durations of stages I, II, and III normalized by the
expressions derived using the analytic model „Sec. 1…:
tc / t0ln� / „1−�…, tII / „IT /2�YD

c
…, and tIII /L�� /�Y
Strong Cores. In all STC designs, exemplified by the corrugated
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ore with �̄=0.05, =4, and �=9.375 �Figs 9�a� and 9�b�� and the
oneycomb with �̄=0.03, =1, and �=2.68 �Fig. 10�, the total
inetic energy in the structure, KEII

* , exhibits two peaks. The first
s coincident with time tc. The second coincides with the end of
tage II, tII, when all constituents have attained a common veloc-
ty, vcommon, apparent from plots of the front and back face veloci-
ies �Figs. 9 and 10�. Note that, for some strong cores, the front
ace acceleration stops before the end of stage II, at time tb� tII
Fig. 9�. Conversely, the back face continues to accelerate up to tII,
efore attaining vcommon. The significance of tb will become ap-
arent later. In stage III, the KE’s and velocities of all constituents
ecrease as energy is dissipated by plastic deformation of the
aces and the core. They reach zero simultaneously in all constitu-
nts. This occurs at time tIII, coincident with the back face reach-
ng its final, permanent deflection �Figs. 9 and 10�. Some differ-
nces among core topologies are apparent at durations close to tII
cf. Figs. 9 and 10�. Namely, the square honeycomb and I-cores
xhibit distinctive elastic oscillations, duration tel, as the two faces
ettle into a common velocity �Fig. 10�. Similar oscillations have
een reported by Deshpande and Fleck �4�. Conversely, the oscil-
ations found for the strong corrugated cores are less distinctive
Fig. 9� and the two faces approach the common velocity differ-

ig. 12 A deformation sequence for a soft I-core showing the
ynamic elastic buckling of the core near the back face at in-
tant tb „Hc=0.3L, �̄=0.013, �=3, and �=4.69….
ntly. The importance of this distinction will become apparent

ournal of Applied Mechanics
later. The durations of the stages �Fig. 11� merit comment. Those
for stage I, tc / t0 ln � / �1−��, and stage III, tIII /L�� /�Y, are the
same for all strong cores and completely consistent with the ana-
lytic models �Eqs. �13��. However, tII / �IT /2�YD

c � not only differs
from the analytic model, but also has different values for honey-
comb and corrugated cores. The implications will become appar-
ent later.

Soft Cores. In SOC designs, exemplified by a corrugated core
with �̄=0.02, =5.5, and �=8.70 �Figs. 9�c� and 9�d��, there are
marked differences in the kinetic energies and velocities from the
STC examples. While KEback still approaches zero at time t	 tIII,
the front face and the core continue to move and their kinetic
energies only become zero at longer times, t	 tarrest	2tIII. How-
ever, beyond tIII the back face is elastic and dissipation occurs
only due to core and front face plasticity. The temporal pattern of
velocities also differs. Most notable, the accelerations of the faces
stop at time, t	 tb� tII �Fig. 9�d��. One consequence is that the
velocity acquired by the back face is smaller than that found in
comparable strong cores. Additionally, between tb and tII, the front
face velocity increases. The implication is that the soft response is
coincident with events occurring at time tb. An investigation of the
phenomena occurring in soft I-cores with �̄=0.013, =3, and �
=4.69 �Fig. 12� reveals that, exactly at tb �0.55 ms in this case�,
the core buckles at the intersection with the back face.

Displacements. The back face displacements are distinctive
�Fig. 13�, visualized using displacement surfaces with the follow-
ing coordinates: core density, �̄, and relative thickness, . For all
strong cores, 
b is lowest at large �̄. Conversely, for all soft cores,

b is lowest for small �̄. All cores result in smaller displacements
at larger .

Plastic Strains. Preliminary assessment of the face tearing sus-
ceptibility uses the plastic strain as a metric. A more complete
ranking awaits incorporation of a dynamic failure criterion into
the FE code. The premise is that the largest equivalent plastic
strain in the faces, at any lengthwise location, averaged over the
width, l, provides the relevant scaling. �Tearing of the core is
regarded as relatively benign.� A series of plastic strain results is
presented in Fig. 14. Several features emerge.

a. The strains in the front face are considerably lower than
those found in the equivalent impulsive loading of the
same panels subject to support condition I �results not
shown�.

b. For the front face, in all cases �that is, for both STC and
SOC�, the strains are lowest for panels having similar
front and back face thickness, 	1, and cores with low-
est relative density, �̄	0.01. Consequently, there is a
conflict with designs based on deflection �Fig. 13�. The
conflict is least for soft cores, which demonstrate benefit
in both tearing and deflection at low relative density. The
remaining conflict is in front face thickness, because for
thin faces, relatively large plastic strains arise due to
bulging between core members �Fig. 8�. A compromise
will be required.

c. The strains in the back face are invariably larger than at
the front, especially in the vicinity of the supports. But
again, the SOC designs result in smaller strains.

Force and Impulses. The reaction forces at the supports reveal
corresponding features �Fig. 15�a��. The strong cores generate
relatively large forces over duration tIII. During the same inter-
lude, the soft cores impart lower forces. However, for SOC de-
signs the forces persist to longer times, t� tIII	6 ms, and may
become larger after tIII. Trends in the peak force with core design,
plotted in Fig. 16, demonstrate the specific benefits of soft cores.
A further assessment of reaction forces will be described else-
where �13�. The integral of the forces over time provides the total
transmitted impulse, Itotal �Fig. 15�b��. This measure of the im-

pulse is found to be approximately the same as the free field
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omentum I0= p0t0 in all cases. As noted earlier, the back face is
lastic for t� tIII, indicating that the impulse beyond tIII does not
ake a significant contribution to the permanent deformation of

he panel. The momentum acquired by the structure, plus the at-
ached water, at the end of stage II is more pertinent to the goals
f the present assessment. It is the analog of IT, specified by the
nalytic model �11a�, which dictates KEII. The momentum deter-

Fig. 13 A synopsis of back face displacemen
cores. The coordinates are the ratio of back to
of the cores, �̄.
ined numerically will be given a separate designation, MT.

0 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
Trends in MT and Itotal are summarized in Fig. 17 for a range of
core designs.

To compare these results with those predicted by the analytic
model, the dynamic strength of the core, �YD

c , must be ascertained.
A detailed assessment has found that, for the present designs, �8�
provides acceptable fidelity upon incorporating the front face ve-

certained for a wide range of strong and soft
nt face thickness, �, and the relative density
t as
fro
locity ascertained at tc from the modified Taylor formula �3a�.
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nitially, the momentum MT is compared with IT determined from
11a�. It is apparent �Fig. 17� that the analytic formula substan-
ially underestimates the momentum. The magnitude of the under-
stimate becomes most pronounced for designs with thin front
aces and for cores with lower dynamic strength. The discrepancy
uggests that the water imposes a larger momentum than assumed
y the existing model.

Kinetic Energies. Trends in the kinetic energy KEII acquired at
he end of stage II with attached water included are plotted in Fig.
8 for a range of STC designs. Comparison with the analytic
redictions again reveals that the model substantially underesti-
ates the numerical results.

Fig. 14 A synopsis of trends in the maximum
tained for a range of strong and soft cores. Th
thickness, �, and the relative density of the c
Transition. The time scales associated with all of the foregoing

ournal of Applied Mechanics
results have been used to present a plot of the proposed transition
parameter, � �see Eq. �17��, as a function of core relative density
� and ratio of back to front face thickness  �Fig. 19�. Overlaying
the soft and strong core responses indicates that most of the re-
sults can be distinguished by a critical value, �th	0.2. That is,
smaller values of � result in strong responses and vice versa.
However, there are discrepancies, and it remains to establish a
rigorous criterion for distinguishing soft and strong responses.

In summary, STC designs can be distinguished by the following
characteristics.

a. The KE of the two faces and the core all approach zero at

stic strain in the front and back faces, ascer-
oordinates are the ratio of back to front face

s, �̄.
pla
e c
time after impact, t	 tIII.
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b. The front and back faces attain a common velocity at
time, t	 tII.

The corresponding SOC characteristics are as follows.

a. The front face and the core retain appreciable KE at times
after impact,t� tIII.

b. The acceleration of the faces stops at time after impact,
t	 tb� tII.

c. Between tb� t� tII, the front face accelerates.

he analytic model consistently underpredicts the acquired mo-
entum and kinetic energy, attributed to an underestimate of the
ater attached to the wet face at the end of stage II. An alternative
SI model that rectifies this discrepancy for STC designs is pre-
ented in the next section. The remainder of the article is confined
o issues affecting the responses of strong core designs.

Alternative Fluid/Structure Interaction Model

7.1 The New Hypothesis. An examination of the velocities
nd pressures in the water �Fig. 2� indicates that, beyond stage I,
zone of cavitated water exists that widens rapidly with time.
onsequently, during stage II, the structure is in contact with cavi-

ated water moving in the same direction. The modified Taylor
olution �Eqs. �2� and �3�� does not characterize the response of
his zone. An alternative model is needed. The salient features are
s follows. Once formed, the left boundary of the cavitation zone
at x=xcb� acquires an initial rate of translation, vcb	10cw, away
rom the panel and then slows asymptotically to cw �Fig. 20�. This
peed is supersonic �4� but, more importantly, is initially two or-
ers of magnitude larger than the peak velocity acquired by the
ront face. Consequently, the cavitation zone expands on a time

ig. 15 „a… The reaction forces at the supports typifying the
ifference between strong and soft cores „results for I-cores
re shown…. „b… The corresponding values of the impulse trans-
itted to the structure determined from the reaction forces.
rame much shorter than the panel structural response, tIII �3�. In

2 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
addition, the rightmost boundary of the cavitation zone moves
quickly towards the panel. Inside the cavitation zone, the pressure
is zero, yet the cavitated fluid has positive velocity everywhere,
causing it to move toward the panel at velocity vr�x� �Fig. 21�.
That is, during stage II, a point in the cavitated fluid, initially at x,
retains a fixed positive velocity vr. At locations in the fluid close
to the face, vr exceeds the velocity of the panel, which is decel-
erating. Such regions within the cavitated fluid �visualized as a
porous medium �4�� may thus reattach to the panel, adding mo-
mentum. As this happens, these fluid regions decelerate to a ve-
locity approximately equal to the rate of translation of the face at
the instant of reattachment. The subsequent fluid pressure in this
reattached layer is positive: however, the level oscillates �Fig. 2�
due to acoustic interactions with the face and the ongoing reat-
tachment of water. A model incorporating these effects, but eliding
some of the complications, will be examined in the following
section. The hypothesis is that any regions within the cavitated
fluid having velocity exceeding the ultimate common speed of the
structure (attained at the end of stage II) will reattach by the end
of that stage and impart additional momentum.

This hypothesis enables the following three-step analysis.
Step I. Find the location of the cavitation front, xcb, from �2a�

by imposing p=0.
Step II. Determine the velocity of the water at the cavitation

front vcb�xcb� by inserting xcb into �3a�. This velocity is found to
be insensitive to the time during stage II.

Step III. Assert that this is the velocity of the cavitated water,
vr�x�, relative to its location x prior to the arrival of the incoming
blast wave.

7.2 Velocity of Cavitated Water. The development is pur-
sued by evaluating the instant, tcb�x�� tc, at which cavitation oc-
curs at location x in the water, by solving �2a� at zero pressure:

p�x,tcb� = p0�exp� x − cwtcb

cwto
� − � 2�

1 − �
+

�YD
c

p0
�

�exp�−
��x + cwtcb�

cwto
�

+
1 + �

1 − �
exp�−

x + cwtcb

cwto
� +

�YD
c

p0
� = 0 �22�

The ensuing time histories of the location of the cavitation front at
time tcb and its rate of translation �vcb= �dxcb /dt�� are plotted in
Fig. 20. Note that vcb is large, consistent with the preceding dis-
cussion. The fluid velocity vr�x� at the cavitation boundary at the
instant of cavitation is now obtained by inserting t= tcb into Eq.
�3a�:

vr�x� = v�x,tcb� =
2po

�wcw
exp� x − cwtcb�x�

cwto
� . �23�

The velocity, vr�x�, obtained in this manner refers to the position,
x, of the fluid in its undistorted configuration �in which the density
is �w�. Since the pressure and pressure gradient in the cavitated
zone are zero for t� tcb �at least until possible reattachment to the
panel�, the fluid velocity, vr�x�, remains constant at times tc� t
� tII. It, therefore, represents the actual residual velocity of the
water in the cavitation zone. This time invariant velocity profile,
vr�x�, is plotted in Fig. 21. Observe the relatively high velocity of
the fluid near the sandwich panel.

7.3 The Momentum Transfer. The momentum transferred to
the system at the end of stage II becomes:

MT = �mf + mc + mb − �wxa�vc. �24�

The equivalent momentum for the panel plus the same mass of

water is:
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MT = �w

xa

xc

vr�x�dx + MF + MB. �25�

quating �24� and �25� gives

vc =

�w

xa

xc

vr�x�dx + MF + MB

mf + mc + mb − �wxa
. �26�

ombining �26� with the velocity requirement, vr�xa�=vc, gives

Fig. 16 A synopsis of trends in the peak reac
to front face thickness
n equation

ournal of Applied Mechanics
�mf + mc + mb − �wxa�vr�xa� − �w

xa

xc

vr�x�dx = MF + MB

�27�

that can be solved numerically to obtain xa and thus vc. Approxi-
mate analytic formulas are given in Appendix B.

The fidelity of this model is tested by comparing the velocity
distribution predicted by the improved model with that given by a
finite element calculation for a freestanding foam core sandwich

n force with relative density and ratio of back
tio
panel. The results are presented in Fig. 22. The excellent consis-
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ency between the velocity profiles from the model and the simu-
ations justifies the postulate about the common velocity and the
xtent of reattached water. Another validation is provided by a
omparison with numerical results for panels with foam cores and
teel front and back faces �Fig. 23� �4�. The momentum has been
alculated for a freestanding sandwich panel in which the core
ield strength parameter, �YD

c / p0, was varied from 10−3 to 0.5 �4�,
mbracing domains II and III. Inspection of Fig. 23 reveals excel-
ent agreement between the improved model and the finite ele-

ent simulations.

7.4 Reinterpretation of the Acquired Momentum. Based
n this new interpretation of the momentum transfer, the transmit-
ed impulse and the kinetic energy have been recomputed and
ompared with the present numerical results for strong cores in
igs. 24 and 25. The evident consistency between the numerical
nd analytic results affirms the applicability of hypothesis to struc-

ig. 17 Trends in the momentum acquired at the end of stage
I „structure plus attached water…, designated MT, with ratio of
ack to front face thickness for a range of strong cores. The

otal impulse Itotal transmitted to the system is also plotted.
omparisons with the predicted IT from the existing analytic
odel, Eq. „11a…, are included.
ured cores. Note that the total momentum, inclusive of that in the

4 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
water �Fig. 24�, is appreciably larger than that in the structure and
has a different dependence on geometry. Moreover, additional mo-
mentum is transferred after the end of stage II, accounting for the
difference between the total transmitted impulse �ascertained from
the reaction forces� and MT, evident in the Fig. 17. It will be
apparent in the following section that the deformation of the struc-
ture in stage III is controlled by MTotal and not the total impulse.
The results also reveal that the benefit of the thin front face in
terms of the deflection metric �Fig. 13� is not attributable to its
influence on momentum transfer �2,3�, but, rather, to the reduced
deformations that occur in stage III because of the thick back face
�13�.

The momentum acquired by the corrugated core compares least
favorably with the model, in the sense that the model overpredicts
the momentum by �15%. This discrepancy appears to be linked
to the difference in tII between this core and the others �Fig. 11�
for reasons yet to be understood. Discrepancies remain for the
SOC designs, which do not attain a common velocity. A model
capable of predicting the momentum transfer for such cores re-
mains to be developed.

Now that a viable model has been devised for the impulse
transmitted to a strong core structure through stage II, the model
can be used as input for evaluation of the stage III response,

Fig. 18 Trends in the kinetic energies acquired at the end of
stage II with ratio of back to front face thickness for a range of
strong cores. Results for KEII „structure plus attached water…
are plotted. A comparison with the existing analytic model „Eq.
„12b…… is included.
described in the next section.
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Fig. 19 Trends of the transition parameter � for I-core design
b

Fig. 20 Location and rate of translation of the cavitation

boundary as a function of time for the case shown in Fig. 2
Fig. 21 Characteristic velocity of cavitated fluid for the case

shown in Fig. 2

Journal of Applied Mechanics
Fig. 22 The velocity distributions at the end of stage II for a
foam-core panel ascertained from the new analytic model com-
pared with the result obtained using ABAQUS/Explicit. The
core has relative density of �̄c=0.03, strength of �YD

c /p0=0.18,
and height of Hc=0.2 m. The thickness of the front face is hf
=6 mm so that �=3.125 and that of the back face is h =8 mm.
Fig. 23 Comparisons of transmitted momentum calculated us-
ing the present model and that obtained numerically by Desh-
pande and Fleck †4‡. The freestanding panel unit has face thick-
ness hf=hb=10 mm so that �=1.875, core height Hc=0.1 m, the
density of the parent metal is 8000 kg/m3, and the relative den-

¯
sity of the core is �c=0.1.
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Deflections
The first step in the analysis of the deflections is to ascertain

hether KEII �determined using the new model� governs the plas-
ic dissipation, Wpl, occurring in stage III, that is, whether the
xtra momentum transferred during stage III can be discounted.
ith this objective, plots of the trends in KEII and in the total

lastic dissipation, Wpl
total with panel design �Fig. 26� demonstrate

hat, when KEII includes the correct contribution from the water, it
lightly exceeds Wpl

total. The slight excess is consistent with a small
ontribution to stage III dissipation from the elastic reverberations
hown on Figs. 9 and 10. The major implication is that the mo-
entum transferred after the end of stage II does not contribute to

he deformation of the panel. This momentum is transmitted di-
ectly to the supports and induces only elastic reverberations in
he panel. This finding, in conjunction with the new FSI model,
rovides a firm basis for predicting the deflections and deforma-
ions that occur in stage III, discussed next.

A comparison of the deflections determined numerically with
hose predicted by �16� has revealed major discrepancies �13�. A
eviation is not surprising, given that the deformation modes for
he present supports �condition II� differ from the condition I sup-

ig. 24 The momentum at the end of stage II „structure plus
ttached water… determined numerically and the comparison
ith the new analytic model „using Eq. „24……
orts used to derive �16�. For condition II, most of the deforma-

6 / Vol. 74, JANUARY 2007
Fig. 25 The kinetic energy at the end of stage II „structure plus
attached water… determined with the new analytic model and
comparison with numerical calculations for STC design
Fig. 26 Comparison of KEII determined using the new analytic
model with the total plastic dissipation in stage III calculated
numerically. The height of the core is Hc=0.2L and the relative

¯
density of the core is �=0.03.
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ion occurs through indentation of the back face and the core by
he supports �Fig. 8�. The sources of the discrepancy and alterna-
ive stage III models are discussed elsewhere �13�.

Concluding Comments
The present assessment has addressed aspects of the response

f metallic sandwich structures to underwater blast, emphasizing a
omain wherein the water cavitates before the core crushes. It has
nearthed several issues affecting the design of high performance
anels.

i. Two regimes have been illustrated exhibiting different
trends in displacement, plastic strain and reaction force.
One regime, designated STC, has characteristics consistent
with an analytic three-stage response model, albeit with
quantitative discrepancies. The other, designated SOC, ap-
pears to exhibit the best performance. The present results
predict that I- and corrugated cores having low relative
density, incorporating back faces somewhat thicker than
the front, are preferred.

ii. The behavior of STC designs has been compared with the
predictions of a three-stage analytic model �5�, which cor-
rectly describes the participating events, but has deficien-
cies. Foremost among these is an underestimate of the
momentum imparted to the system by the end of the sec-
ond stage, attributed to the previously overlooked charac-
teristics of the cavitated water formed by the reflected
pressure wave. A new model that accounts fully for the
momentum imparted by the end of stage II rectifies the
deficiency and accurately predicts the kinetic energy ac-
quired by the structure and attached water. The caviat is
that the model only applies to STC designs: characterized
by the occurrence of a common velocity for all constitu-
ents at the end of stage II. Soft cores do not acquire a
common velocity and it remains to extend the present pos-
tulate in such a manner that it encompasses these designs.

iii. For STC designs, the kinetic energy acquired by the end of
the second stage accounts fully for the plastic dissipation
that occurs in stage III �by bending, stretching, shearing,
and indentation of the panel�. That is, the extra momentum
imparted by the water during this stage does not contribute
to the panel deformation. This finding enables the analyti-
cally derived kinetic energy at the end of stage II to be
used to predict the stage III response. In practice, this op-
portunity has yet to be realized because the deformation
modes differ from those assumed in prior analytical mod-
els. Alternative models that rectify this deficiency are ex-
plored elsewhere �13�.

iv. Panels supported only at the back face develop smaller
front face strains than those supported at both front and
back faces, rendering this support system less susceptible
to front face tearing. The strains in the back face are larger
than those at the front, especially at the supports. The
strains in both front and back faces are lowest when SOC
designs are used, with implications for designing cores
giving the best tearing resistance.

One nuance concerning the momentum transfer merits addi-
ional comment. As noted here and elsewhere �2–5�, the classical
aylor �17� model is entirely satisfactory for solid plates because
avitation initiates at the plate wet surface, the �constant� velocity
cquired by the plate at first cavitation exceeds that for the cavi-
ated water, and there is no layer of attached water on the plate.
hus the momentum and kinetic energy solely in the plate upon
rst cavitation define the subsequent plastic deformation. The situ-
tion differs for the wet face of a sandwich panel even if the core
as negligible strength. In this case, after acquiring its velocity
pon initial cavitation, the front face decelerates, because it com-
resses the core �which still has mass� and accelerates the back

ace. Now the cavitated water can catch the decelerating front

ournal of Applied Mechanics
face. Consequently, the classical Taylor model �17� underesti-
mates the mass of water by neglecting the reattachment process
that occurs during stage II.

Finally we note that the present results for strong cores differ
from those presented by Rabczuk et al. �7�, who found the lowest
center displacement for their corrugated core panels at the lowest
relative density. Since their corrugated panels and ours should
behave similarly through stage II �despite the orientation orthogo-
nality�, the difference is tentatively attributed to the plastic dissi-
pation in stage III, governed especially by the differences in core
shear and indentation caused by orientation.
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Nomenclature
cel � elastic wave speed in base material
cw � sound speed in water

E, ET � Young’s modulus and plastic tangent modulus
of base material

hf ,hb � thickness of front face and back face,
respectively

Hc � height of the core
Heq � equivalent thickness of the sandwich panel
Hw � height of the water column used in the

calculations
I0 � free field momentum, I0= p0t0
IT � transmitted momentum �structure plus water� at

the end of stage I
Itotal � total momentum transmitted to supports

Ī � nondimensional impulse, Ī=2I0t0 / �mfHc�
KEconstituent � kinetic energy of a constituent �e.g., front face,

core, or back face�
KEI ,KEII � total kinetic energy �structure and attached wa-

ter� at the end of stages I and II, respectively
KEII

* � kinetic energy of the structure �excluding the
water� at the end of stage II

l � spacing between core members
lw � characteristic length of incident pressure pulse

in water, lw=cwt0
L � half-width of the sandwich beam

MB ,MF � momentum of the core plus back face, and that
of the front face plus attached water at t= tc

MT � total momentum of the structure and attached
water calculated at tII

mf ,mc ,mb � mass/area of front face, core, and back face
mw � mass/area of attached water �added mass� at t

= tc
m̄ � nondimensional mass, m̄=mc /mf
p � fluid pressure

p0 � peak pressure of free field impulse
p� � fluid pressure at t= tc

Preact � total reaction force at support
t0 � characteristic time of incident pressure pulse

tI= tc , tII , tIII � durations of stages I, II, and III, respectively
tarrest � time at which all constituents are arrested in

cases with soft cores
tb � time at which the back face acceleration stops

tcb � time at which the cavitation boundary arrives

at location x=xcb
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v � fluid velocity used in the extended Taylor
model

v� � fluid velocity at t= tc
vb ,v f � average velocities of back face and front face,

respectively
vc � common velocity of structure and attached wa-

ter in the new FSI model
vcb � rate of translation of the cavitation boundary

vcommon � common average velocity of all constituents at
the end of stage II

vface � velocity of front face at t= tc
vr � residual velocity of cavitated water used in the

new FSI model
Wpl

constituent � plastic dissipation in a constituent
Wpl

total � total plastic dissipation in the beam during
stage III

x � distance from front face of the panel, with wa-
ter residing in x�0

xa � width of the attached water from the new FSI
model at the end of stage II

xc � location of first cavitation in water
xcb � location of the cavitation boundary

� � fluid-structure interaction parameter,
�=�wcwt0 /mf


 f ,
b � mid-span deflection of front and back face,
respectively

 � ratio of face plate thickness, =hb /hf
	c � core crush strain

	pl
max � maximum plastic strain in face plates
	Y � yield strain of base material

� ,� � dimensionless parameters used for wave propa-
gation in Sec. 2

�̄ � relative density of the core
� ,�w � density of base metal and that of water,

respectively
�Y � yield strength of base material

�YD
c � dynamic yield strength of the core.

ppendix A: A Synopsis of Numerical Simulations for
quare Panels
The numerical model described in Sec. 5 has been used to

imulate square panels for each of the core topologies. For the
imulations, the panels are supported along the entire perimeter
round the back face. An example of a simulation for a strong
-core, relative to that for a beam is presented in Fig. 27: the
eformed shapes at the bottom �beam� and top �panel� have been
btained using separate simulations. Note that the central areas of
he plates experience about the same deflections as the mid-span
reas of the beams. Moreover, the buckling modes of the core
embers are identical. This result is typical of many such com-

arative simulations.

ppendix B: Analytic Approximations
Many numerical simulations have been carried out for a wide

arameter range �0��YD
c / p0�0.35 and 0���8� encompassing

omain II. The results have been fitted into analytical forms that
an be used with Eqs. �24� and �25� to determine the final mo-
entum for any sandwich design within this domain. The first

avitation plane is located at

x̄c �
xc

cwt0
	 4.8��YD

c

p0
�1.1

�0.24 − 0.015� + 0.0012�2� . �B1�

n exponential function is most applicable for the reference field:

v̄r �
vr

p0/��wcw�
= A exp�x̄/T� , �B2�
ith
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A 	 �0.08 + 2.2��f����1 − 0.28
�YD

c

p0
− 0.18��YD

c

p0
�2� ,

T 	 �0.63 − 0.028� + 0.003�2��1 − 0.047
�YD

c

p0
� ,

where f���=��/�1−��. Since, at location x̄= x̄a, v̄c= v̄r�x̄a�, therefore

x̄a = T�ln v̄c − ln A� �B3�

With Eqs. �B1� to �B3�, Eq. �26� can be rewritten as

v̄c =
IT + A · T · exp�x̄c/T�

mf + mc + mb

�wcwt0
− T�ln v̄c − ln A − 1�

, �B4�

which can be solved for v̄c and thus x̄a.
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